Safer Choices: Week 5
Wednesday 20 May 2015 HARM REDUCTION
Your child will be doing the following:



Finding out about the risks and harmful effects of taking drugs
Learning about ways to reduce the harm and keep themselves and their friends safe

First… they will be told that there is no such thing as a safe drug: all drug taking carries
risks.

Next… they will play a Russian Roulette probability game, to emphasise the essential
fact that you can never be entirely sure what it is you’re taking, how strong it is, or what it
will do to you.

Then… they will read and discuss the following suggestions for trying to reduce potential
harm for those that choose to take the risk. They will then work with a group to design a
website or Facebook page which is about harm reduction. This will need to be eye-catching,
full of information and advice, and most of all, appealing and relevant to young people. They
will then be asked to present this to the class.
They could show this to you at home, or talk to you about it. Is there anything new they
learned, or you learned?
HARM REDUCTION
Don’t believe what your mates say - Your mates aren’t chemists and the retailers often
don’t know what they are selling either - so read up on the internet, there are a number
drug forums available detailing the effects of a number of substances, positive and negative.
Russian roulette - Many of these substances have not had research conducted on them or
been tested; do you really want to be the lab rat??
Small is not a bad thing - The newer substances are often much more potent, therefore the
amount required to obtain the same effect may be smaller than normal. It is best to start
with a low dose and wait to see how you feel, don’t overdo it or double dose, it may take
time for the effects to kick in.
Avoid cocktails - Never mix substances together, as the effects of many of the newer
substances are unknown.
Stay safe - Especially if you are prone to mental health problems, in a low mood, feeling
anxious, depressed or are unwell physically. Avoid using substances in dangerous areas as
many can reduce the pain threshold or create powerful hallucinations, so you could injure

yourself and not feel it.
Don’t be alone - Ensure you don’t use alone and are with company that you trust in case of
any unwanted side effects. Always have a designated safe person who is aware of what
substances people are taking; this information can be crucial in case of a medical
emergency.
Stay healthy - Binges of substances can be dangerous so it is important to ensure that you
rest your body and keep healthy during your ‘rest’ periods from substances.
Get help - It is extremely important to seek appropriate medical advice if you require it
rather than waiting it out, as things could only get worse. The internet is not a doctor and
neither are your friends, if in doubt get help!
Keep the packet - Remember to keep the packet of any ingested substances as this helps
medical services identify what you have taken much more quickly and therefore you can
receive the appropriate medical intervention should you require it.
Don’t share - Be selfish with your paraphernalia, including straws or needles, as sharing may
spread disease such a hepatitis C. If injecting legal highs, ensure to attend a needle
exchange and adopt safer injecting techniques.

